Hello ICANN,

my name is Anthony Endres, I am a German Citizen, former Food Technologist and former Network/System
Administrator in Germany, Black, who now lives in the arch Conservative Ohio, USA. I own with my Wife
Erika a for you insignificant small online Business. And I just recently coincidentally read your "Call for
Volunteers for Competition, Consumer Trust and Consumer Choice Review Team”
https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/call-volunteers-cct-rt-2015-10-01-en#prclt-m8m18A3k

I, as in my small Business Operation, am highly interested in your Competition, Consumer Trust and Consumer
Choice Review Team (CCT-RT) for a couple of Reasons:
A.
We were unfortunately for many Years now the Victims of very well-organized AntiTrust and Consumer
Frauds and defrauding of new Minorities-operated Startups related to the Internet, and how Surveillance Malewares are abused by Insiders for personal Gains now, and who has the main and near-sole Control over the
Internet: USA Intelligence & US's Mega Tech Corporations.

B.
It is irresponsible and HUGELY discriminatory, IF all Decisions regarding community-led reviews of ICANN,
Ensuring accountability, transparency and the interests of global Internet users; Preserving security, stability
and resiliency of the DNS, happen without Minorities as well as Foreign Members’s Participation.
You can hardly - legally particular - argue and call that “Global Internet User” or Diversity, IF you only have
dubiously secretive Insiders, who are all Caucasian religious US American Males mainly partaking in your
CCT-RT. Agree, or disagree? Your “Diversity"-Numbers please??

C.
ICANN: Mind to publish your Percentage of “Minorities & Women's” Involvements in you Organizations, and
the Percentage of People from different Countries involved, or you plan to involved in CCT-RT?
As a German, I am certainly interested that European and German Consumers' and German Businesses’
Interests, gTLD Spaces and Intellectual Property Rights are mutually involved, protected and met in your CCTRT.
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After-all it is a “Global” Program as you claim, correct, and not Rich-White-US-Males-ONLY, I mean USAONLY, which pretty much means at Times the very same Thing, from what I know so far about ALEC, NRA
KKK and many other such "Non-Profitted” Corporations in our Conservative Small-town Cincinnati USA.

D.
To WHICH Country exactly does the Internet Corporations For Assigned Names And Numbers report? I notice
you report / oblige to the U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC)
https://www.icann.org/en/about/agreements/aoc/affirmation-of-commitments-30sep09-en.htm Thus I assume
correctly you are a solely U.S-controlled “Non-Profit” Corporation, which reports to the U.S Government,
and thus conspires - logically - with the NSA for the not-so secret any more NSA-Corporations-led Global
Surveillance Programs, which has Nothing to do with Terrorism Prevention. And you might, mind you, only be
among the Ones who deliver the Cyber Infrastructure needed. Any of my Assumption so far clear to you and
correct in any Ways, ICANN?
Elaborate please, why or why not in individual Case, please.

E.
Since you said in your Online-Call: "ICANN staff support will be made available to the Review Team. Support
could include assistance with project management, organization of work, documents and activities, as well as
sharing of tools and best practices for conducting an effective review. External expertise may be provided upon
request, bounded by the applicable budget.”;
How high is your applicable Budget, since I am probable able to put a highly Technologically skilled European
external “Experts” together, who certainly will have to be paid, since adequate intelligent Human Work is not
free as U.S Corporate “Non-Profits” love to pretend, while the US’ Economy deteriorates and some U.S. CEOS
are paying themselves 1200 Times the Median Income.
F.
A Question to ICANN in that same above Context: How much more than the average (U.S) Median Income
does “Non-profited” ICANN’s most recent CEO/ Director or what-ever the Title make exactly?
And are ICANN’s CEOS considering themselves as “religious Conservatives", or as American Republicans by
any Chance? May I see ICANNS and CEO’s Donor-Lists in that context, please?

G.
As the German-American Intellectual Property Victims of NSA/GCHQ Surveillance,as not only our FOIA
Request showed, whom thus was significantly harmed in own Business Endavors due to Cyber Intrusions by let’s call it here - “Unknown”, we are particular interested in ICANN's Alliances ( and BackDoors/ Hubs) with
US Organizations such as NSA, with “ALEC”, and other Monopolistic Mega
Corporations such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft ( Skype) etc., since such Alliances are known to harm Small
Businesses’, Foreign Nations’, Minorities’ and regular People’s Global Interests, thus the direct Connections of
those Organizations to Each-Others MUST be made known to the Global Public as Part of your general
Intention for Transparency. Do you agree, dear deciders at ICANN?

As you may have noticed am I not exactly solely interested in volunteering for your Competition, Consumer
Trust and Consumer Choice Review Team (CCT-RT), but I have other farer reaching Global Investigative and
Legal Motives, which your Lawyers and HomeLand Security and SEC/FTC can elaborate more to you, since I
do not want to waste your precious Time any further. I hope you and your Servers didn’t get too soaking wet yet
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alone by the Effects of Hurricane Patricia, and expect your written Response as soon as possible. Thank your
for Time and Services I guess.

P.S.:
I can do all the above simply over FOIA Suits, add to that well-well-eidenced International AntiTrust and
initiate a Global Qui Tam against Ohio “ALEC” Legislators & Cartels, and against U.S. “Tech" Corporations as
a Whole, instead too. Do choose, please!

Best Regards,
Anthony and Erika Endres

This e-mail may contain information that is confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, do
not read, copy or distribute the e-mail or any attachments. Instead, please notify the sender and delete the e-mail
and any attachments. Thank you.
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